
Instruction for Skeleton Candy Coffin 
 
Thank you for viewing the instruction on how to construct the Skelton Candy coffin. We’ve 

included everything here so you can download and make your candy coffin party favors, just 

follow the instructions below. 

 

Materials: 

Scissors or Exacto Knife 

Glue or Double Side Stick Tape 

Card Stock or Thick Paper 

 

Step 1: 

Print the pdf on 8 ½” x 11” card stock or thick 

paper. If you can’t find any card stock, take 

some 8 point poster board and cut it down to 

the above dimensions (that’s what these 

skeletons are actually printed on). Finally 

gather some Glue and Double Sided Sticky 

Tape and a pair of Scissors like the image to the 

right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Step 2: 

Cut the Skeleton Candy Coffin out and cut 

the slits on the bottom. This is the most time 

consuming part out of this project. We’re 

over half way done now. 



Step 3: 

Fold on the dotted lines. Don’t forget to fold right above the skeletons head! 

 

Step 4: 

Put some double sided sticky tape or glue 

on the tab next to the Vintage Beistle logo 

(We highly recommend glue for this tab so 

everything stays together). Fold the sides 

of the skeleton coffin and secure the sticky 

tab next to the Vintage Beistle logo onto 

the inside of the Skelton coffin. Your 

skeleton coffin should look like the image 

to the right. 

 

 

 

Step 5: 

You’re almost done. Put some glue or stick tape 

on the top tabs. Fold it inwards and secure it the 

inside of the skeleton coffin. The bottom has the 

perfect amount of room for one finger so you 

can press the tabs onto the inside of the coffin. 

 

Optional Step: 

Stuff the skeleton coffin with candy or treats. It 

should be able to fit 2-3 pieces of candy 

depending on their size. 

 

Step 6: 

Seal the coffin by folding and locking the slits made on the bottom. Your candy coffin is now 

finished!  

 

 


